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NASA TV Broadcast — Speaker Program

Friday, Aug. 3, 2012
Live from JPL, 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. PDT (12:30 to 2:30 p.m. EDT)

Featuring:

- **Charlie Bolden**, NASA Administrator (video)
- **Lori Garver** (@Lori_Garver), NASA Deputy Administrator
- **Charles Elachi**, JPL Director
- **Dave Lavery**, NASA Solar System Exploration Executive
- **Clara Ma** (@claratma), student, winner of Curiosity-naming contest
- **Doug Ellison** (@doug_ellison), JPL Visualization Producer (@NASA_Eyes)
- **Curiosity Science Panel and Multi-center Q&A**: Ashwin Vasavada, @MarsCuriosity Deputy Project Scientist; Pan Conrad, SAM Deputy Principal Investigator; Ken Edgett, MAHLI Principal Investigator
- "Seven Minute of Terror" (video)
- **Curiosity Engineering Panel and Multi-center Q&A**: Rob Manning, MSL Flight System Chief Engineer and MSL Entry, Descent and Landing Engineers Adam Steltzner, Steve Lee (@LeeCuriosity) & Anita Sangupta (@Doctor_Astro)
- **John Grunsfeld** (@sciastro), NASA Associate Administrator for Science

http://www.nasa.gov/connect/

http://twitter.com/MarsCuriosity

http://facebook.com/MarsCuriosity